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FOREWORD

I n 1941, when the short form of auditors' report
now in general use was recommended by the American Institute of
Accountants, it incorporated for the first time two significant statements relative to the scope of the examination. These were (1) "Our
examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards," and (2) The examination "included all procedures
which we considered necessary." During recent years the Committee
on Auditing Procedure of the American Institute of Accountants
has given a great deal of consideration to the development of a more
explicit statement of the meaning of generally accepted auditing
standards. Comprehensive papers were presented by members of
the Committee at the last annual meeting of the Institute and the
Committee expects to publish a statement on the subject in the
near future. The substance of the generally accepted standards
tentatively adopted by the Committee may be summarized as follows:
General Standards

1. The examination is to be performed by a person or persons having
adequate technical training and proficiency as an auditor.
2. In all matters relating to the assignment an independence in mental
attitude is to be maintained by the auditor or auditors.
3. Due professional care is to be exercised in the performance of the
examination of the preparation of the report.
5
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Standards of Field Work

1. The work is to be adequately planned and assistants, if any, are to
be properly supervised.
2. There is to be a proper study and evaluation of the existing internal
control as a basis for reliance thereon and for the determination of the
resultant extent of the tests to which auditing procedures are to be
restricted.
3. Sufficient competent evidential matter is to be obtained through
inspection, observation, inquiries and confirmations to afford a reasonable basis for an opinion regarding the financial statements under
examination.
Standards of Reporting

1. The report shall state whether the financial statements are presented in accordance with generally accepted principles of accounting.
2. The report shall state whether such principles have been consistently observed in the current period in relation to the preceding period.
3. Informative disclosures in the financial statements are to be regarded as reasonably adequate unless otherwise stated in the report.
A consideration of the foregoing summary of standards will indicate that auditing procedures are the means by which the independent auditor attains or complies with the generally accepted
auditing standards applicable to field work. Auditing procedures are
so numerous and should be varied so greatly to meet particular
circumstances that it is not possible to make an enumeration of procedures which would be applicable generally, or even widely. It is
natural that this is the case because if the examination of accounts
and financial statements could be reduced to a stereotyped check list
of instructions, there would be no need for a public accounting
profession. Experienced professional judgment determines the scope
and nature of audit procedures to be followed in each individual
engagement.
It is the view of the Committee on Auditing Procedure that the
most satisfactory method of presenting auditing procedures is the
preparation of a series of case studies illustrating the auditing procedures adopted and applied in actual examinations. Accordingly,
each member of the Committee has been requested to submit a
comprehensive description of audit work performed on a complete
engagement. The following excerpt from the memorandum submitted for the guidance of the members of the Committee will
indicate the general nature of the studies:
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"It is believed that the case study material would be rendered more
valuable, both to the practitioner and student, if an entire examination
is covered. It is suggested therefore that each member of the Committee
on Auditing Procedure should select a case within his own practice
which he considers typical of current practices and procedures and that
he should prepare a complete written audit program which will be fully
descriptive of the work which actually took place. In this connection, it
is important that actual procedures should be described even though the
member may feel upon reconsideration and with the benefit of hindsight
that certain modifications of the program should have been made. The
principal purpose of the case study material is to illustrate typical current
practices and not to set forth perfect or ideal models which might be
misleading and perhaps even dangerous to hold out as representative of
current practice. If rather complete information can be given as to the
system of internal control and other pertinent circumstances the cases
should bring out the importance of professional judgment in the selection
and application of procedures as the principal means by which the independent accountant complies with generally accepted auditing standards."
The accompanying memorandum represents a case study submitted
by one of the members of the Committee covering an examination
of a corn processing company. This case study is not a representation
of the views of the Committee on Auditing Procedure; it has not been
reviewed by the various members of the Committee. It represents the
description of the auditing procedures which were actually followed
in the particular case by one member of the Committee. The auditing procedures described may be applicable only due to particular
circumstances surrounding this examination and, even in this case,
alternative procedures might have been used to accomplish the
general audit objectives.
The Committee hopes that the case study material will serve a
useful purpose not only within the profession, but also in the various
colleges and universities throughout the country which offer advanced instruction in accounting and auditing subjects.
Committee
September,

1947.

on Auditing

Procedure.
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No. 5: A C O R N P R O C E S S I N G C O M P A N Y

INTRODUCTION
The stockholders of the Corn Processing Company reappointed us as
auditors for the company for the calendar year 1946. The instructions
were to make an examination of the accounts to an extent which we
considered necessary for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
balance-sheet at December 31, 1946, and the statement of income and
surplus for the year then ended to be included in the annual report to
stockholders. Since the capital stock of the company is listed on a national
securities exchange, we were instructed to submit also an opinion on the
financial statements and schedules to be included in the company's annual
"Form 10-K" report to the Securities and Exchange Commission.
HISTORY AND NATURE OF BUSINESS
The Corn Processing Company, incorporated in the State of New
Jersey, processes numerous products from corn and blends and bottles
corn syrups. To carry on its operations the company owns a plant, located
in the middle west. The company's general office and a sales office,
covering the western territory, are located at the plant. An eastern territory sales office is located at leased premises in Philadelphia.
The company's principal source of revenue is from the sales of its corn
products. Chart I, attached, lists the principal products made from corn
at the plant and the uses of such products by customers. Chart II,
attached, shows the corn processing operations required to obtain the
principal products listed on Chart I.
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Baking
Brewing
Confectionery
Household
Laundry
Paper
Pastes
Sizings
Textiles

Bakers'
Boraxed
Brewers' grits
Confectioners'
Pearl
Powdered
Thick boiling
Thin boiling

Starch

Glues
Gums
Leather
Mucilage
Paper
Pastes
Sizings
Textiles

Mixing corn syrup
Brewers' and
tanners' corn
syrup

Dextrose
Refined corn
sugar
Corn sugar seventy
Corn sugar eighty

Sugar
Crude
Refined
Solidified

Corn oil

Baking
Beverages
Brewing
Canned meats
Confectionery
Household
Pharmaceuticals

Brewing
Coloring
Confectionery
Pharmaceuticals
Textiles

Household
Cattle
Pharmaceuticals Poultry
Textiles
Sheep

Gluten feed
Gluten meal
Corn oil cake

Feed

By-products

AND USES OF SUCH PRODUCTS BY CUSTOMERS

Canary, white,
and special
dextrins
Gums

Dextrin

Glucose
(syrup)

LIST OF PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS PROCESSED BY THE COMPANY FROM C O R N

Chart I
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Under the company's marketing methods, finished products are stored
either at the plant or, if consigned to brokers, in public warehouses;
shipments to customers being made from either. Sales to a large extent
are made through brokers operating on a commission basis. Specialty
salesmen paid straight salaries and possessing certain technical trade
knowledge are also used to a limited degree. The company does not make
any retail sales, most of its customers being brewers, confectioners, paper
and textile manufacturers, super markets, and wholesale grocers.
On sales made through a broker, the credit manager furnishes the
broker with a credit limit or line for each customer. Credit limits are
established by the credit manager for regular customers served by salesmen. Orders received from new customers are referred to the credit
manager before they are accepted. Generally, customers are billed by the
company. However, in certain instances brokers prepare the invoices and
forward to the accounting office of the company an accounting copy of
the invoice.
PLANNING THE EXAMINATION
Prior to commencing the 1946 examination the permanent files on
business and accounting policies and the system of internal control and
accounting procedures were reviewed for the purpose of preparing audit
programs. The foregoing review was made in conjunction with a review
of the audit programs used on the 1945 examination and notes contained
in the 1945 working papers of suggested modifications of audit programs
and matters believed to require particular attention. The notes were prepared by assistants doing the particular work in 1945 and the manager
in charge of the assignment at the time the working papers were reviewed.
Consideration was therefore given to modifying the 1945 audit programs
to place greater emphasis on particular matters previously suggested for
attention and to change the incidence and broaden the field of selected
audit tests. In the course of the review of the accounting policies and
system of internal control and accounting procedures in the 1946
examination further revisions of the audit programs, of a minor nature,
were required. The determination of the scope of our examination was,
therefore, based upon the exercise of professional judgment and our interpretation of the adequacy of the company's system of internal control and
accounting procedures.
In connection with the 1946 examination, arrangements were made
with the comptroller of the company to instruct the various heads of
sections in the accounting department that they were to assist us in the
examination by preparing certain detail schedules, lists of which were
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furnished them by our representatives. The schedules were available for
our use at times indicated by us.
We estimated the total time requirements by principal sections of the
work, indicating the work to be performed at an interim date and that
to be performed at the year-end examination. The time estimate was not
intended to be a limitation on the scope of the work, but rather a guide
or aid in planning the examination and in controlling the progress of the
assignment. The actual hours charged to the assignment compared closely
with the estimate. Approximately 4 0 % of the total time was devoted to
the interim work and 60% to the year-end examination.
With the exception of counting securities in the company's safe-deposit
box at the bank on January 6, 1947, it was not possible to begin the
year-end examination prior to Monday, January 13, 1947, the day
"cut-off" bank statements were received. February 28th was established
as the date on which the stockholders' report should be signed and this
delivery date was met.
For the seven-week period between January 13th and February 28th,
a senior accountant and the necessary assistants were assigned to the
examination as required. From time to time during the course of the
interim and year-end examination the principal and manager in charge
of the engagement visited the plant, reviewed the progress of the work
with the senior in charge and discussed with him points arising during
the course of the engagement. Those points requiring the attention of
officials of the company were discussed with them and satisfactorily
settled.
On the completion of our examination we submitted to the comptroller
of the company a memorandum offering suggestions to strengthen the
internal control and accounting procedures of the company. The weaknesses were developed in our review of the system of internal control and
accounting procedures and by test checks of transactions to determine
that the system was actually followed.
MAJOR BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTING POLICIES.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT PRACTICES, ETC.
The major policies of the company are summarized as follows in our
permanent files. This information is amended, if necessary, during each
examination.
Sales and revenues

(1) The company operates under the Federal Pure Food and Drug Act
and product packages are labeled as to contents.
(2) Sales are made on an f.o.b. shipping point basis. Pavment terms are
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(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
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two per cent cash discount if paid within ten days or net cash if paid
within thirty days from invoice date. There are no trade discounts or
special allowances. Sales discounts, recorded in a separate profit-andloss account, are deducted from sales for financial statement purposes.
Sales are billed to customers on the shipping date, i.e., the date
carriers accept products for shipment, as evidenced by the carriers'
receipts (bills of lading or trucking receipts).
Most shipments are made by rail, local deliveries being made by
reputable outside trucking concerns.
Comparative monthly and annual sales statistics as to quantity and
amount are maintained for major product classifications by sales territories (Eastern and Western).
There have been instances of products billed to customers being held
on consignment. This practice has not existed during the war years or
postwar period to date due to the ready sales market.
Cash received prior to shipment of products is credited to the customers' accounts.
By-product sales are recorded as sales. By-products are priced at market
values and recorded as inventories when produced.
Scrap sales are recorded as miscellaneous income.

Notes and accounts receivable

(1) Accounts receivable from customers and the related reserve for doubtful
accounts are shown separately in the financial statements.
(2) Advances to officers and employees for expenses are shown as other
assets, noncurrent.
(3) The aggregate amount of net customers' credit balances is reclassified
to current liabilities.
(4) Bad debt losses are charged against the reserve for doubtful accounts.
(5) The reserve for doubtful accounts, provided from profit and loss, is
intended to cover general losses on customers' accounts which might
some day be uncollectible rather than specific balances.
(6) The reserve for cash discounts, provided from profit and loss, is intended to cover discounts that will be taken on customers' balances
unpaid at the end of an accounting period. This reserve is shown in the
financial statements as an accrued liability.
Costs and expenses of operation

(1) Depreciation provisions and selling, general, and administrative expenses are classified separately on the company's income statement, after
gross profit. Depreciation is not allocated to inventories as overhead.
(2) Cost of goods sold comprises raw materials (principally corn), and
supplies direct labor and overhead.
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(3) Current provisions for federal income taxes are shown on the income
statement as a separate classification before net income.
(4) Comparative income statements, with supporting schedules showing
the details of the major income and expense classifications, are prepared monthly for use by management. Comparative departmental
expense statements are also prepared monthly.
Inventories

(1) Inventories are stated at cost or market, whichever is lower, cost being
determined generally on a "first-in, first-out" basis.
(2) No inventory reserves are provided. Inventories are written down for
market price declines and obsolescence. Inventories deemed obsolete
are priced at realizable values.
(3) Inventories are stated in the aggregate amount in the report to stockholders. However, for statements issued under regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission, inventories are classified as to raw
materials, work in process, finished goods and supplies.
(4) Purchased goods in transit at the month-end are included in the
inventories and the corresponding liability is reflected in accounts
payable. Corn is taken into inventory when unloaded. Advances are
made to vendors for corn in transit and are shown in the company's
financial statements as a separate current asset caption.
(5) Goods consigned to warehouses are included in inventories.
Property accounts, depreciation and maintenance

(1) Properties, all of which are in use, are stated at cost. Depreciation
recorded on the books and claimed for federal income-tax purposes is
based upon the estimated useful life of the depreciable property, applied
so as to write off the cost of the properties, less any estimated salvage
value. The depreciation rates used are as follows:
Buildings
Machinery and equipment .
Furniture and fixtures . .
Motor vehicles
. . . .

2% to 5%
5% to 15%
10%
33-1/3%

(2) At the time properties are sold, retired or otherwise disposed of the
reserve for depreciation is relieved of the accumulated depreciation
thereon and any unrealized balance of cost is charged to current profit
and loss.
(3) Replacements are charged to the appropriate property accounts which
are relieved of the cost of the items replaced.
(4) Betterments or improvements are charged to the appropriate property
accounts.

16
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(5) Maintenance and repairs are charged to current profit and loss as
incurred.
Prepaid expenses, deferred charges and intangible assets

(1) Prepaid expenses and deferred charges, consisting mainly of prepaid
insurance, printing and stationery supplies, and advertising materials,
are stated in one amount in the company's financial statements.
(2) The company is not a self-insurer except as to co-insurance clauses in
insurance policies.
(3) Intangible asset (goodwill) is stated at $1.
Cash

(1) Gash in banks, not subject to withdrawal restrictions, and cash working
funds are totaled and shown as current assets in one amount in the
company's financial statements.
(2) Gash in closed banks, net of reserves, and other restricted balances are
shown in other assets, non-current.
(3) Gash receipts, recorded in the accounts on the dates of receipt, are
deposited daily.
(4) Cash disbursements are "cut off" at the end of each month.
(5) There are no cash sales.
(6) Except for working fund disbursements and the payment of certain
office payrolls in cash, disbursements are made by check.
Investments and related Income

(1) Investments, comprising government securities only, are stated in the
financial statements at cost. The aggregate quoted market values are
shown parenthetically in the balance sheet caption.
(2) Income from investments is recorded in the accounts on an accrual
basis. Accrued interest receivable is carried as a current asset under
accounts receivable, other, in the company's financial statements. Interest income is stated separately in the income account.
Liabilities

(1) The company has no bonded indebtedness or long-term notes or
accounts payable.
(2) Current liabilities consist of the usual liabilities to trade creditors and
others arising in the normal course of business, and federal and state
income taxes and other miscellaneous taxes.
(3) The liability for materials and supplies is recorded at the date the
goods are received. The liability for materials and supplies in transit
at the balance-sheet date is recorded in the accounts.
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Capital stock and surplus accounts

(1) Capital stock comprises common stock without par value.
(2) All surplus represents earned surplus.
(3) The company retains the services of a transfer agent, registrar, and
dividend paying agent.
INTERNAL CONTROL AND A C C O U N T I N G PROCEDURES
A general summary of the company's system of internal control and
accounting procedures is submitted in succeeding pages. Such information
was obtained from our permanent file relating to this subject which is
brought up to date each year for any important changes noted during
our review of the company's internal control and accounting procedures.
An organization chart showing the general location of authority and
responsibility for principal operating, financial and accounting functions
is attached hereto (Chart I I I ) , page 18.
No internal auditors are employed by the company.
The following principal accounting records are maintained:
(1) The general ledger
(2) Journal voucher register (all journal entries
are approved by the comptroller)
(3) Cash receipts and disbursements records
(4) Payroll records
(5) Profit-and-loss ledger
(6) Accounts receivable subsidiary ledgers
(7) Voucher register
(8) Investment record
(9) Capital estimate ledger
(10) Property ledger
(11) Cost accounting records
(12) Perpetual inventory records
Sales and

revenues

The flow of accounting documents from the receipt of orders from
customers to the shipping and billing of merchandise is displayed on
Chart IV (page 19) and Chart V (page 20).
The charts indicate that generally the system of internal control is
good. To highlight some of the more important controls, it is noted that
sales orders are approved by the credit department; invoices are mailed
by the invoicing department which is entirely separate from the accounts
receivable and shipping departments; the invoicing department prepares
a summary for posting to general ledger control accounts; individual
postings are made to the customers' accounts from the invoices by the
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FLOW OF D O C U M E N T S W H E N SALES A R E M A D E BY S A L E S M E N
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CHART V
FLOW OF DOCUMENTS W H E N SALES ARE M A D E BY BROKERS
BROKERS BILLING OR COMPANY BILLING
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FLOW OF CASH RECEIPTS
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accounts receivable department; control is established over the merchandise shipped from the plant or warehouse by reconciliation of the shipments with sales data taken from the invoices; and, the general ledger
bookkeeper controls postings to accounts receivable, sales, inventories,
and cost of sales.
Credit memoranda, issued to customers for returns or allowances on
merchandise damaged or lost in transit, are prepared only when certain
documentary evidence is received. Returns are controlled by receiving
reports which follow generally the procedures outlined on Chart IV for
shipping notices. Customers' claims are received by the sales department
where the freight bills or truckmen's receipts showing "damaged"
deliveries are examined. If claims appear reasonable, the sales manager
notes his approval on the documents and forwards them to an "adjustment" clerk in the invoicing department. This clerk examines the documents for approvals and prepares credit memoranda for posting to the
customers' accounts. No one, however, reviews or controls the credit
memoranda issued by the adjustment clerk. This is a weakness.
The adjustment clerk prepares claims against carriers for allowances
made to customers on merchandise damaged or lost in transit. These
claims are approved by the chief accountant.
Notes and accounts receivable

Referring to the organization chart, page 18 hereof, the accounts
receivable and the invoicing departments are under the control of the
chief accountant (refer also to Charts IV and V, pages 19 and 20,
respectively).
As indicated on Chart VI (page 21), cash receipts from customers are
prepared for deposit by the collection clerk, also under the control of the
chief accountant. This is a weakness, as the cash receipts should be
prepared for deposit by the cashier under the control of the treasurer.
Furthermore, the receipts should not pass through the hands of so many
employees without first being listed or registered for control at the time
of receipt.
For convenience in posting and to localize errors, the accounts receivable ledgers are divided into four subsidiary ledgers. Bookkeeping
machines are used to post to accounts receivable ledger cards. The
machines accumulate "tally" or summary totals for each batch of invoices
or for each cash collection sheet posted to the detail accounts. These totals
are posted by the bookkeeping machine operator to a subsidiary control
card in the front of each ledger after checking with totals shown on the
invoice recapitulations and the cash collection sheets. Aged trial balances
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are prepared monthly and the totals thereof are agreed by the general
ledger bookkeeper with the general ledger control accounts. The open
account balances on the trial balances comprise approximately 1,300
active accounts.
Monthly open-item statements, prepared by the accounts receivable
department only for those accounts having past due amounts, are mailed
by that department.
Uncollectible or doubtful accounts are transferred from accounts
receivable to a separate general ledger control account. The credit
manager is the only person authorized to effect such transfers. Doubtful
accounts are charged to the reserve for bad debts only as authorized by
the credit manager and approved by the chief accountant when one of
the following conditions exists:
A. Debtor has failed or cannot be located.
B. Company's counsel states account is uncollectible.
C. Notification is received of final liquidating dividend.
Costs and expenses of operation

Purchase procedures—Corn: Corn is purchased under contract by the
purchasing department from brokers, elevators, and grain dealers at
quoted "price f.o.b. Chicago" for #2 yellow (a top grade), less adjustments for moisture content, damage and foreign materials, and weighing
and inspection charges. For example, a carload of corn, purchased on
December 20, 1946, from a vendor located in Armstrong, Iowa, was
quoted at that date at a price of $1.33 per bushel for # 2 yellow, f.o.b.
Chicago. When the car was delivered to the company's plant, it was
weighed and tested as to grade and moisture content by a state grain
inspector accompanied by the company's corn elevator foreman who
prepared a receiving report. The inspector issued a certificate stating
that the corn was "sample grade" with a moisture content of 25.4%.
According to a table showing the conversion factors, the adjustment of a
# 2 yellow Chicago price to a sample grade Chicago price, having a
moisture content of 25.4%, resulted in a reduction of $.2275 in the
"Chicago price" per bushel. The purchase price was computed as follows:

24
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"Price f.o.b. Chicago", # 2 yellow . . . .
$ 1.3300 per bu.
Less—Adjustment for "sample grade,"
having a 25.4% moisture content . . .
.2275 do
Net unit price
$ 1.1025
2140.4 bushels unloaded at $1.1025 . . . . $2,359.79
Less—Adjustment for freight from
Armstrong, Iowa, to Chicago and
weighing and inspection charges . . .
292.12
Add—Freight from Armstrong, Iowa,
to Des Moines, Iowa
Net purchase price
(2140.4 bushels at $1.08)

. . . .

do

$2,067.67
244.31
$2,311.98

It is the practice of vendors to draw drafts on the company for amounts
up to 80% of the value of the corn shipped. The drafts, with bills of
lading attached, are obtained at the company's bank each morning by
a messenger. The drafts are reviewed by the company's cashier, entered
in a draft register and forwarded to the purchasing agent for comparison
with the purchase contract. If the drafts are in accordance with the
contract terms, the purchasing agent indicates his approval on the drafts
and returns them to the cashier who separates the bills of lading from the
drafts. The drafts are turned over to the voucher section for entry in the
voucher register as a credit to vouchers payable and a debit to an
advances on corn contracts account. Checks in payment of the drafts are
then prepared and signed. A messenger takes the checks and the drafts
to the bank where the drafts are stamped "paid" and returned to the
company.
The bills of lading are recorded in a loose-leaf record. Prior to releasing
railroad cars to the company, a railroad agent signs the loose-leaf record
as a receipt for the bills of lading which are turned over to him.
The "paid" drafts are entered in an "account sale" journal kept by
the accounting department. From this journal, the amounts of the drafts
are charged to individual vendors' accounts kept in a subsidiary "corn
ledger."
A settlement report or "account sale" is prepared by the purchasing
department and checked by the accounting department for corn received
daily from each vendor. The report reconciles the Chicago price to the
purchase price as previously outlined. The amounts of the drafts paid
are deducted from the reports to obtain the amounts of net settlements
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due the vendors. Vouchers are prepared for the net amounts due and are
entered in the voucher register by the voucher section as a charge to the
advances on corn contracts account. Checks are then prepared, signed,
and forwarded to the vendors, together with copies of the settlement
reports.
The net amounts of final settlements and the amounts of the purchase
prices, as shown on copies of settlement reports, are entered in the
"account sale" journal. The amounts of drafts paid have already been
entered in this journal, as previously explained. From the "account sale"
journal, entries are made to the vendors' accounts in the corn ledger
debiting the various accounts with the net amounts of final settlements
and crediting them with the amounts of the purchase prices, to balance.
At the end of each month, an entry is made in the general ledger debiting
purchases account and crediting advances on corn contracts account for
the total of the purchase prices as shown by the "account sale" journal.
The total of a trial balance of the corn ledger is reported monthly to
the general ledger bookkeeper for comparison with the balance of the
advances on corn contracts controlling account in the general ledger.
Purchase procedure—Other

than corn: Purchase requisitions require the

approval of the plant superintendent, plant engineer, or other department
head. All requisitions are forwarded to the stores accounting department
to determine whether or not the items requested are carried in stock.
If not, the requisitions are so noted and forwarded to the plant manager
for approval and then to the purchasing department.
In the latter department, the purchasing agent checks the requisitions
for the necessary approvals and a clerk, by reference to purchase cards
filed by commodities, and to catalogs, selects various vendors from whom
purchases have been made and from whom the current requisitions
should be ordered. Large purchases of raw materials and supplies are
made under contracts which have been reviewed by the manufacturing
vice president. Bids are requested from several prospective vendors on all
large purchases.
Purchase orders, signed by the purchasing agent and prepared in
quadruplicate, are distributed as follows:
Original copy mailed to the vendor.
Second copy retained by the purchasing agent.
Third copy forwarded to the receiving department.
Fourth copy forwarded to the voucher section.
The receiving department's copy of the purchase order shows the
quantities ordered. When materials are received, they are counted or
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weighed by unloading crews who are not aware of the quantities ordered.
The crew foreman enters the quantities and descriptions of the goods
received on a "goods received sheet." These sheets are checked by the
receiving department foreman to copies of the purchase orders and, if no
differences are disclosed, receiving reports are prepared, a copy of which
is forwarded to the voucher section.
If, on unloading a railroad car or a truck, damaged material or broken
seals are found, a "Weighing and Inspection Bureau Agent" employed
by a private independent concern is called to observe the damaged goods
or, in the case of broken seals, the unloading. A certificate is obtained
from the agent to support a claim which is prepared and filed against
the carrier by the accounting department.
Invoices received by the company are first delivered to the purchasing
agent who checks the prices, terms and description of the merchandise
against the purchase order. (This weakness is offset to the extent that
this work is duplicated in the voucher section, as indicated below.)
Invoices are then forwarded to the voucher section where a comptometer
operator checks the extensions and footings thereon and stamps the
invoices to indicate the performance of her work.
The invoices and the voucher section's copies of the receiving reports
and purchase orders are matched by a clerk in the voucher section who
has no other duties.
Invoices received from carriers are forwarded to the traffic department
where freight charges on incoming and outgoing shipments are checked
with the related bills of lading. Weights, rates, and extensions are also
checked in the traffic department. This checking is noted on the freight
bills which are forwarded to the voucher section.
A clerk in the voucher section calculates the discounts on all invoices
and prepares a voucher which indicates the distribution of the charges.
The vouchers with supporting documents are presented to the head of
the voucher section who reviews the typing, calculations, and distributions
prior to his approval. The vouchers are then entered in the voucher
register and assigned a number and filed by due date. The account distribution is also entered in the voucher register. Postings are made to detail
records, i.e., inventories, properties, profit and loss, etc., from the
vouchers and supporting documents.
On the due date, the vouchers together with supporting documents are
delivered to the cashier, who reviews them and indicates his approval
on the vouchers. Checks are then prepared and entered in the cash
disbursements books. The cashier stamps the vouchers and supporting
documents "paid" after countersigning the checks. The checks, vouchers
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and supporting documents are then presented to an official of the company authorized to sign checks. This official, after signing the checks,
stamps his initials on all supporting documents and returns the checks,
vouchers and supporting documents to the cashier who places the checks
in envelopes for mailing and returns the vouchers and documents to the
voucher section for entry of payments in the voucher register and filing.
(Weakness: checks should not be returned to the cashier for mailing.)
As shown by the voucher register, the monthly totals of vouchers and
the account distributions entered therein are furnished by the voucher
section to the general ledger bookkeeper for entry in the respective general
ledger control accounts.
At the end of each month, the total of a trial balance of the unpaid
vouchers in the voucher register is furnished by the voucher section to
the general ledger bookkeeper for checking with the balance in the
general ledger control account.
Payroll disbursements—Plant: Plant employees are hired by a plant
personnel director. An employment record card, prepared for each
employee hired, is approved by the personnel director, the plant manager,
and the department superintendent. Employees are paid at hourly rates,
by check, each Tuesday for the period from Monday through Friday
of the preceding week. Wage rate changes are approved by the plant manager. Individual wage rate changes are reported by the plant manager
to the paymaster's department on a "change ticket." Most rate changes,
however, are general and cover types of jobs or operations. Such changes
are approved by the plant manager who forwards a memorandum to the
paymaster's office stating the new rates and the jobs or operations to
which they apply.
Employment cards, received by the paymaster's department, provide
authority for issuing a time clock card to the new employees.
From the time clock cards of the employees under their supervision,
the several foremen prepare daily a "foreman's time book" for account
distribution. These books together with the time clock cards are forwarded to the timekeeper's office where they are compared. The timekeeper restores the time clock cards to the time clock racks and delivers
the foremen's time books to the paymaster who enters the information
daily on payroll sheets. The foremen's time books are then returned to
the foremen.
At the end of each week, the timekeeper prepares from the time clock
cards a summary of hours worked during the week by employees and
by departments. The total payroll hours for each employee as shown by
the timekeeper's summary are compared by the paymaster with the total
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payroll hours shown on his payroll sheets.
Basic information shown on employment record cards, such as rates
of pay, deductions for insurance, savings bonds, etc., is entered on the
payroll sheets by the paymaster's department and the gross and net pay
is computed and extended thereon. A payroll cost summary, showing the
distribution of payroll costs to operations and departments, is also
prepared from the payroll sheets by the paymaster's department. This
distribution summary is used by the cost accounting department to
distribute payroll costs. All computations are rechecked in the paymaster's
department.
The paymaster's department prepares the payroll checks which are
entered in a check register. The unsigned checks, together with a request
for transfer of funds to the payroll bank account for the net amount of
the payroll, are forwarded to the cashier who runs an adding machine
tape of the checks for a comparison of the total thereof with the total
of the transfer request. The checks, requiring only one signature, are
signed by an official of the company. However, checks transferring funds
from a general banking account to the payroll bank account require two
signatures. The payroll checks are returned to the paymaster's department
for distribution by the paymaster. (This is a weakness; the checks should
be distributed by someone not connected with the paymaster's department
or the treasurer's department.)
Unclaimed checks are retained by the paymaster for a period of three
months at which time they are turned over to the cashier for deposit in
a regular banking account, unclaimed wages account being credited with
the amount deposited. There have been relatively few credits in recent
years to unclaimed wages account for plant payrolls.
Payroll disbursements—Office: Officers, office employees, salesmen,
plant and assistant plant superintendents, and the plant engineer are paid
from a private payroll. Officers of the company are paid monthly, at the
end of the month, by check. Other employees are paid semi-monthly on
the 1st and 15th of each month, office clerks being paid by cash and the
salesmen, plant superintendents and assistants, and plant engineer being
paid by check.
When an employee is hired by the personnel director, an employee's
record card is prepared and forwarded to the private payroll clerk. These
cards, together with salary rate "change tickets" approved by the plant
manager or an official in charge of the respective department and a vice
president, provide basic information from which the payrolls are prepared.
The payroll clerk using the employees' record cards and "change
tickets" prepares the payroll on a columnar loose-leaf form. Since no time
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cards or clocks are used, the payroll clerk has no means of determining
whether employees have worked or not. The clerk relies entirely on information on the record cards and from notification of all terminations or
appointments received from the personnel director. After the payrolls are
computed and totaled, the clerk prepares the payroll checks for those
employees being paid by check, has the checks signed by the treasurer,
and distributes the checks himself. On cash payrolls, a voucher prepared
and approved by the clerk showing the accounting distribution of the
payroll is given to the cashier who draws a check, cashes it and turns
the cash over to the payroll clerk. The cash is inserted in pay envelopes
which are distributed by the payroll clerk. No receipts are requested from
the employees. Unclaimed wages, if held by the payroll clerk for a period
of three months, are deposited in the bank by the cashier and credited to
an unclaimed wages liability account. There have been no credits in a
number of years to the unclaimed wages account for office payrolls. The
payroll clerk reconciles the private payroll bank account.
Suggestions to strengthen weaknesses in the private payroll system are
summarized as follows:
(a) The payroll bank account should be reconciled by someone not connected with the preparation of the payroll.
(b) All payrolls should be paid by check or, if this is not feasible, receipts
for cash payrolls should be obtained from employees.
(c) Payroll checks and cash should be distributed by an employee not
connected with the preparation of the payrolls.
(d) Time sheets requiring the approval of the various department heads
should be prepared and forwarded to the payroll clerk for use in connection with the preparation of the payroll.
(e) Computations, footings, extensions, etc., should be checked by another
employee.
Manufacturing costs: The company does not prepare operating budgets.
However, a production control is established on the basis of quantity
sales estimates prepared for each of the two sales territories. Production
is regulated according to anticipated demand as indicated by the sales
estimates.
The cost accounting system is a continuous process cost system. The
cost of raw materials placed in production is determined on a "first-in,
first-out" basis. The processing operations are outlined in Chart II, page
11. Costs are accumulated by operations and by departments. Within
each department, costs are further classified according to the nature
thereof and distributed to the various grades and types of products.
The first process, known as "wet milling," is the cleaning and steeping
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(soaking) of the corn kernels and separation of the kernels into their
different substances. Starch is obtained from this process together with
feeds and crude corn oil as by-products.
The costs of the "wet milling" process are as follows:
1. Direct processing labor
2. Direct processing expenses, i.e., water, steam, and
power (charged on a metered basis).
Corn and other raw material costs are not charged to this process. The
direct processing labor and expenses indicated above are charged to the
"wet milling" process only for control purposes and comparison of
monthly unit costs of corn handled. The "wet milling" costs, including
corn and other raw material costs, and overhead costs are allocated to
three departments using the starch. The allocation is the ratio of monthly
production of each of the three departments to the total production
converted to a dry starch substance weight. The three departments (refer
to Chart I I ) are starch, glucose, and sugar.
The by-products (feeds and crude corn oil) produced in the "wet
milling process are priced at market and the starch, glucose, and sugar
departments, are credited with their portion of the total market value
thereof allocated on the ratio of monthly production of each of the three
departments to the total production converted to a dry starch substance
weight.
The dextrin department uses starch as a raw material to produce
dextrins used as a paste, gum or adhesive. Starch transferred to the
dextrin department is credited to the starch department and charged to
the dextrin department at cost to the former.
In the glucose department, the starch derived from the "wet milling"
process is converted into corn syrup unmixed, most of which is sold in
that form. A small amount of the corn syrup is refined in the syrup
department and sold to bakers, brewers, and confectioners. Corn syrup
is charged by the glucose department to the syrup department at market
price to outside customers buying like quantities.
In addition, direct departmental processing costs are charged to the
respective departments. Within the departments the various grades and
types of products processed are charged with sundry material costs and
direct labor. Departmental overhead, which is never significant, is allocated on a production or packing weight basis.
Freight costs for shipments of finished goods from the plant to warehouses are charged to warehouse inventories.
Depreciation provisions and selling, administrative, and general
expenses are not charged to production costs.
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Inventories

The stores accounting department maintains stock record cards showing quantities, unit prices, and amounts for the following inventories:
(a) Raw material stores (principally corn)
(b) Manufacturing stores (principally bags, cartons, containers,
caps, etc.
(c) General stores (plant spares)
Stock records for grades and types of finished and partly finished goods
are prepared daily by the cost accounting department in the form of a
"products stock report," showing quantities only as to dumped, packed,
shipped, and on hand. Stock records for consigned stocks (finished
products at warehouses) are maintained by the consignment department
showing product quantities at each warehouse.
Employees keeping stock records do not have access to the stock except
for checking quantities at inventory time.
General stores are under the control of a storekeeper in the stores
department. Corn is under the control of the corn elevator foreman.
Other raw material and manufacturing stores are located in or close to
the department where the material is used or produced and are under
the supervision of processing department foremen.
Stock receipts or production are entered on stock records as follows:
Raw material, manufacturing and general stores: Quantities, unit prices,

and amounts are posted to stock record cards from vouchers (with
invoices and receiving reports attached) received from the voucher
section. Control account postings are made from recapitulations of
voucher register charges prepared by an employee in the voucher section.

Finished goods at plant: Posted to products stock reports from operating
department reports of "packs," "blends," or production reports.
Finished goods at warehouses: Consignment stock perpetual inventory
records are posted from recapitulations of shipments prepared by the
invoicing department from copies of invoices.
Withdrawals from stock for use in production or for shipment are
recorded as follows:
a. General stores withdrawals are posted from requisitions which are
priced and extended as to amounts by the clerk posting the withdrawals.
Recapitulations of the requisitions, prepared by the stores accounting
employee, are used as a basis for posting to the control account.
b. Cora withdrawals are posted from corn elevator reports. Other
raw material and manufacturing stores withdrawals are posted from
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pack or blend sheets or departmental production reports which are
priced and extended as to amounts by the clerk posting the withdrawals.
These reports or sheets are summarized monthly by cost accounting clerks
and become the basis of posting to the control accounts. The summaries
also show distributions of the charges.
c. The quantities of finished goods shipped are posted from summaries
of shipments prepared by the invoicing department from copies of
invoices. The summaries as to shipments from plants are checked by the
cost accounting department to copies of the shipping department records
of monthly shipments, before posting to the products stock reports. The
costing is done by the cost accounting department.
Product inventory control records are set up monthly showing closing
inventory, plus shipments, less opening inventory. The difference equals
the production for the month. This figure is compared with production
tabulated from the daily "products stock reports."
Production control is also maintained through a report prepared by
the cost accounting department indicating the production yield from corn
as follows:
The corn ground each month reduced by the average moisture for the
month based on numerous laboratory tests made daily compared with
The total dry substance or dry substance starch weight of the month's
production (taking opening and closing in-process inventories into consideration) in the following departments:
Production converted to a dry substance starch weight of the glucose,
sugar, and starch departments
Production converted to a dry substance product weight of feed and meal
and crude oil.
The corn yield and unit cost per bushel and per hundredweight are
also computed for management's review.
Comparative cost statements with explanations of variations are prepared monthly. Such statements classify expenses by departments and
major product groups.
Physical inventories are determined by actual count, weight or measurement in accordance with the table on page 33.
Corn is stored in 16 elevators each 90 feet high and containing 590
bushels per foot of height. When corn is received it is carried to the top
of the elevators by conveyor belts and poured into the side of the elevators.
The top of the corn in the elevators, therefore, forms a sloped pattern.
The elevators have two top openings, one at each side. To compute the
contents of each elevator a plumb line is lowered through each of the two
top openings and the distances of the peak and the low points of the corn
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Company

Frequency

Taken by

Raw material stores

Monthly

Manufacturing stores

Monthly

Stores accounting and cost
accounting employees
Stores accounting
employees

General stores
Work in process
Finished goods, at plant

Semi-annually,
June 30th and
December 31st
Monthly
Monthly

Storekeeper
Operating personnel
Cost accounting employees

from the top of the elevator are measured. These measurements are
averaged to determine the average distance of the corn from the top of
the elevator. By subtracting this distance from the height of the elevator
and multiplying the difference by 590 bushels, the content of each
elevator is determined. The manufacturing process requires that corn be
soaked for 36 hours in steep tanks. There are 24 steep tanks with a
capacity of 2,000 bushels of corn each and as many as possible are kept
full continuously.
Corn syrup is stored in 6 tanks and in drums. The tanks are 24 feet
high and contain 2,325.5 gallons of syrup per foot of height. Each gallon
of syrup when adjusted for temperature weighs 11.58 pounds. By subtracting from the height of the tank the distance from the top of the tank
to the syrup level and multiplying the difference by 2,325.5 gallons, the
gallon content of each tank is determined. The gallon content is then
multiplied by 11.58 pounds to convert the number of gallons to pounds,
the unit in which the syrup inventory is carried. The weight of full drums
is stenciled on the head of each drum.
Corn starch is packed in 100 pound paper and 140 pound cotton bags
and corn sugar is packed in 100 pound cloth bags. The bags are stored
on wooden skids arranged in orderly rows. Other types of finished goods
are stored in various types of containers suitable to the product and are
stacked and piled in an orderly manner.
Prior to commencing a physical inventory count, the receiving section
is closed and no goods are delivered to the storerooms until the count is
concluded. The count of work in process and finished goods at the plant
is usually delayed until the latter part of the day when production ceases
and all shipments for the day have been completed and it is possible to
close the shipping room.
The physical inventory work is done by inventory teams. One person
does the measuring, counting or weighing, and another person the
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recording on prenumbered count sheets which are signed by the two
members of each inventory team.
After the counts are completed, the rough inventory sheets are
delivered to the stores accounting department and/or cost accounting
department where they are priced and extended, together with the
warehouse inventories listed from perpetual inventory records. All pricing
calculations are checked by another employee in the respective departments. Extensions and footings are checked by the comptometer operators.
Goods held in warehouses are not counted by company employees.
Brokers are liable for warehouse inventories and are billed for inventory
shortages. Twice a year, at the year-end and at another date, a physical
inventory list of consigned stocks is received from the warehouses and
checked against the book records.
All differences between the book records and physical inventories taken
by company employees and as reported by warehouses are reported to
the comptroller who approves all adjustments to the book records.
Inventories of raw materials, manufacturing stores, general stores, work
in process and finished goods (all considered current assets) are priced
at cost or market, whichever is lower, cost being determined generally
on a "first-in, first-out" basis. Market value is considered to be the
current replacement cost. Allowances are made for any market declines
in the price of corn included in work in process and finished goods.
Property accounts, depreciation, and maintenance

Properties, consisting of land, buildings, machinery and equipment,
furniture and fixtures, and motor vehicles, are recorded in a property
ledger.
Expenditures for property additions, replacements, betterments, or
improvements as well as repairs and maintenance, amounting to $500
or more, require the preparation of capital expenditure or repair estimates
which are approved by the executive committee.
The capital expenditure or repair estimates originate at the plant or in
the office where the expenditures are desired. The estimates require the
approval of the plant manager and plant engineer or in the case of office
equipment the comptroller.
After approval by the foregoing, the estimates are submitted to the
executive committee for final approval. The estimates are then recorded
in a capital estimate ledger maintained in the accounting department.
A separate ledger sheet is maintained for each estimate.
Total expenditures for each estimate are entered in the capital estimate
ledger and a final status report is submitted to the executive committee
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for review. Estimates overexpended 10% or more require the approval
of the executive committee.
Capital and repair expenditures under $500 are made at the discretion
of the plant manager or in the case of office equipment at the discretion
of the comptroller. However, a monthly report of the total of such expenditures is submitted to the executive committee for review.
All capital expenditures are charged to a construction work in progress
account and on completion of the work, the total amounts of the expenditures, by projects, are transferred from this account to the appropriate
property account in the property ledger.
Retirements and sales amounting to $500 or more must also be
approved by the executive committee. Contemplated disposals are
referred to the committee in memorandum form with explanations as to
the reasons therefor.
Maintenance and repair costs are charged to departmental operating
cost accounts as incurred.
Prepaid expenses and deferred charges

Prepaid and deferred items consist mainly of prepaid insurance, printing and stationery supplies and advertising materials.
Insurance premiums are amortized on a straight-line basis over the life
of the policy. Fire insurance coverage is provided by various mutual fire
insurance companies and premium refunds are received. In computing
the prepaid insurance expense on mutual policies, the company estimates,
based on past experience, that 20 per cent of premiums paid will be
refundable. The remaining 80 per cent of the premiums paid is amortized
over the period covered by the policy. Accordingly, the amount carried as
a prepaid expense at the year end is 20 per cent of the premium paid
plus the unamortized portion of 80 per cent of the premium.
New insurance coverage is placed by the treasurer and quarterly he
reviews and revises, if necessary, insurance coverage in effect.
A fidelity bond covers employees in positions of trust. In this connection
it was noted that employees in positions of trust take regular vacations.
Insurance policies are in the custody of the treasurer. An insurance
register showing pertinent information is maintained in the accounting
department. The monthly write-off of expired premiums is calculated in
the register and the total thereof is charged to the appropriate profit-andloss accounts or departmental operating accounts by journal entry.
Printing and stationery supplies and advertising materials are priced
at average cost. Perpetual inventory records are maintained by the stores
accounting department for these items and physical inventory counts are
made by employees of the department at least once annually and the
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records adjusted to the counts. The amounts to be charged to profit-andloss accounts are determined from authorized withdrawal requisitions
priced by the stores accounting department.
Cash

The principal bank accounts are carried in four banks. The cashier
prepares a daily cash position sheet which is submitted to the treasurer
for review. Cash requirement estimates are prepared quarterly by the
treasurer.
Cash receipts and disbursements records are maintained by the cashier.
As previously indicated herein, the company's principal source of
revenue is from sales of its products. Minor sources of revenue are from
sales of property and investments, interest on investments, and miscellaneous collections from employees covering personal telephone toll
charges and miscellaneous matters. The flow of cash receipts is indicated
on Chart VI, page 21.
Cash disbursement procedures are outlined herein under the internal
control and accounting procedures section captioned "Costs and Expenses
of Operation." A list of authorized check signers approved by the board
of directors is included in our permanent files. Except for the private
payroll bank account which is reconciled by the payroll clerk, an employee in the accounting department obtains the bank statements, paid
checks and bank debit memorandums direct from banks monthly and
reconciles the bank accounts.
Imprest petty cash funds are maintained by the cashiers at the plant
and at the Philadelphia sales office. Funds are reimbursed monthly by
checks drawn on the general fund to the order of "petty cashier." Disbursements are supported by petty cash vouchers requiring the approval
of a department head. The petty cash vouchers and supporting documents
are stamped "paid" when the funds are reimbursed.
Investments and related income

The company invests surplus cash in United States Government securities. The amount to be invested and the type of investment is determined
and approved by the executive committee.
Securities are kept in a safe-deposit box in the vault of one of the
company's banks. Access to the box may be had jointly by two officers,
the treasurer, and comptroller or, in the absence of either, a vice
president. The general ledger bookkeeper maintains a subsidiary record
showing the details of investments. A list of investments is prepared
monthly by the general ledger bookkeeper who checks the total to the
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general ledger control account. Copies of the lists are forwarded to the
treasurer and the chairman of the executive committee.
All income received from investments and securities is deposited in the
general funds of the company and credited to interest income. Calculations of accrued interest and interest income are made by the general
ledger bookkeeper.
Liabilities

The company has no bonded indebtedness or long-term notes or
accounts payable. Current liabilities consist of the usual liabilities to
trade creditors and others arising in the normal course of business, and
federal and state income taxes and other miscellaneous taxes.
As explained in the section "Costs and Expenses of Operation," on
page 27, a trial balance of the voucher register is prepared monthly by
the voucher section and the total thereof is compared with the general
ledger control account by the general ledger bookkeeper. At each month
end, unpaid salaries and wages, fees for legal and professional services,
rent, telephone, electric and power cost, and all other known expenses
are estimated and accruals are established therefor in the accounts.
Dividends declared but not paid at the balance-sheet date are carried
as a current liability. Federal and state tax returns are prepared by the
accounting department.
Capital stock and surplus

Our permanent files include copies of the certificate of incorporation
and original listing application with the Stock Exchange, abstracts of
by-laws, minutes of the meetings of stockholders, board of directors and
executive committee, and analyses by years of the capital stock and
surplus accounts of the company since its inception.
A transfer agent, registrar, and dividend paying agent are retained by
the company.
All of the surplus is earned surplus and no restrictions have been placed
on its use. All dividends have been declared out of earned surplus.
AUDIT PROCEDURES APPLIED
It is important to bear in mind that the audit programs presented
herein were not an irrevocable tabulation of instructions for the examination. If at any time during the audit, tests had disclosed numerous errors
or suspicious circumstances, our work would have had to be extended
to a degree necessary to satisfy ourselves as to the integrity of the client's
accounts and records.
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As previously indicated, the work was divided between that to be
performed at an interim period and the year-end examination.
The audit procedures applied for the examination of the accounts of
the Corn Processing Company for the year ending December 31, 1946,
are as follows:
( N O T E : Where the audit procedures refer to footings or extensions,
this work was done by one of our comptometer operators.)
Sales and revenues

Year-end examination: 1. Obtain for the twelve months to December
31st, copies of monthly summaries of shipments prepared by the invoicing
department, and:
(a) Check the total amounts thereof to the sales and the accounts receivable control accounts in the general ledger.
(b) Test check the major quantities thereof for the month of September
to the shipping department's record of monthly shipments and to the
cost accounting department's tabulation of cost of goods sold.
(c) For the month of December check to the summary of shipments the
total amounts of the daily recapitulations of shipments and foot the
summary. Foot the December 27th recapitulation.
(d) Regarding sales by brokers, make over-all tests for month of December
of commissions earned by them.
2. Obtain the daily recapitulations for the period January 1 to 10,
1947, inclusive, and check the totals thereof to the accounts receivable
subsidiary ledger control accounts, noting entries are dated January. Foot
the January 3rd recapitulation.
3. Working from the recapitulations for the period December 26, 1946
to January 10, 1947, inclusive, have a company employee "pull" copies
of sales invoices as follows:
$500 and over, December 26th to January 3rd
(approximately 180)
$1,000 and over, January 4th to 7th
(approximately 40)
$2,500 and over, January 8th to 10th
(approximately 10)
Also have "pulled," for the above invoices, the related shipping orders,
notices and documents (bills of lading, trucking receipts, etc.) and:
(a) Check invoice dates to "recap" dates, noting they are the same.
(b) Check the shipping orders and notices to the copies of the invoices.
(c) Check the shipping documents (bills of lading, trucking receipts, etc.)
to the invoices. Note, particularly, that the shipping dates are the
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same as the billing date to ascertain that sales are recorded in the
proper accounting period,
(d) Check invoices to customers' accounts receivable ledger cards.
(A review of the volume of transactions immediately prior to and after
the year end indicated that the volume was rather heavy. A $500 minimum
was established so as to cover a large dollar volume of the invoices from
December 26th to January 3rd. Our tests of the sales "cut-off" was extended beyond January 3rd as copies of invoices prepared by brokers,
covering their sales from warehouse stocks, take several days to arrive at
the plant. It was felt that by January 10th all of such invoices would have
been received. The minimum was raised to $1,000 and then to $2,500
after January 3rd and January 7th, respectively, since our tests of invoices
$500 and then $1,000 or over proved satisfactory and, therefore, there
would be no point in continuing our examination in such detail.)
4. Working from the daily recapitulations, account for the continuity
of sales invoice numbers for the period December 26, 1946 to January 3,
1947, inclusive.
5. Compare monthly sales for the current year with comparable sales
for the preceding year, obtaining satisfactory explanation of any major
changes.
6. Compute percentage of gross profit for the year and compare with
the percentage of the preceding year. Satisfactory explanations of significant variations should be obtained. A thorough understanding of selling
price, sales volume and cost changes is required to account satisfactorily
for gross profit percentage variations.
(In connection with the above work, it should be noted that other
work supplementary to the audit of sales and revenues was done in connection with the work on notes and accounts receivable, cash, and investments and related income.)
Notes for next examination: 1. Consider doing interim work on the
more detailed phases of foregoing program so that only general reviews
and tests of sales "cut-off" would be required at the year end.
2. Extend work on sales invoices to include test checks of pricing to
price lists, and extensions and footings.
Notes and accounts receivable

At September 30th, the date selected for interim work, the number of
unpaid current accounts receivable was approximately 1,300. The
amount of accounts receivable represented a significant portion, about
22%, of the current assets of the company.
Our comments on internal control and accounting procedures point
out weaknesses in the control of the receipt of customers' remittances and
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the issuance to customers of credit memoranda. We felt, therefore, that
certain of our tests had to be extended. Specific comment on the extent
to which additional work was performed is explained as the audit procedures are described.
The work program is set forth below:
Interim examination (September 30th):

Obtain from the client for our

files trial balances of the accounts receivable ledgers at September 30th,
and:
(a) Foot the trial balances and check the totals thereof to the subsidiary
accounts receivable control cards and to the general ledger control
account.
(b) Check the trial balances from the customers' accounts receivable
ledger cards.
(c) Select for confirmation requests, all accounts having debit or credit
balances of $250 or more, and a few having smaller balances or no
balances. (A minimum of $250 was selected to assure coverage of at
least 75% of the dollar amount of the accounts. Approximately 200
accounts were selected or about 15% of the total with balances. Without the existence of weaknesses, previously pointed out, our selection
might not have been as extensive.)
(d) Arrange for preparation by the client of open-item statements and
confirmation requests for the accounts selected in (c) above. On
completion of this work by the client, account for the number of
confirmation forms given the client, and check amounts thereon to
our copies of the trial balances and to the open-item statements.
Number the confirmation requests and mail in envelopes bearing our
return address together with the statements and our own return
envelopes.
(e) After waiting a reasonable length of time (about two weeks), prepare
and mail second requests to those customers not replying to the first
request.
(f) When confirmation replies are received, note that the postmarks on
the envelopes agree with the addresses on the confirmation forms. If
postmarks differ, by reference to credit service manuals, correspondence
files, or other means, determine if customers are located in the cities
indicated by the postmarks.
(g) Investigate and reconcile all differences between the amounts confirmed
by customers and the amounts shown on our copies of the trial balances. Investigate also, all requests returned by the post office because
of improper addresses, etc.
(h) On those accounts for which there were no replies to the second
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requests, check subsequent payments, shipping documents, and other
evidence to determine the validity of the accounts and the balances,
(i) Prepare an analysis of the results of the circularization tests (response
was very good, approximately 92% in amount replied and all differences were satisfactorily reconciled).
Year-end examination: 1. Analyze from the general ledger the changes
in the accounts receivable control account for the period from the interim
examination date, September 30th, to the year end. Check the sales, discounts, returns, and allowances to related general ledger profit-and-loss
account; check cash receipts to the cash book; and review and check to
supporting documents any other debits or credits of an unusual nature or
large amount (see also step 6(d) of the interim examination cash
program).
2. Obtain from the client for our files aged trial balances of accounts
receivable at the year end, and:
(a) Foot the several columns to the nearest $10 and crosscast the total
of the aging columns.
(b) Check the trial balances from the customers' accounts receivable ledger
cards and test check the aging of the accounts. If aging appears
accurate, checking the aging of every fifth account appears reasonable.
(c) Opposite the customers' balances on the trial balance, list payments
made subsequent to December 31st. Test check such payments, say 50,
to the cash collection sheets.
(d) Check the aggregate amount of net customers' credit balances reclassified by the company to current liabilities.
3. Compare the trial balances with the September 30th trial balances
and request confirmations of accounts having exceptionally large balances
which were not circularized at September 30th.
4. Discuss, with the credit manager, slow and doubtful accounts as
shown by the aged trial balances to determine the adequacy of the
amount of the reserve for bad debts (based on specific reserve requirements the amount of the reserve was ample for the company's needs;
however, based on requirements in the past the amount was not considered excessive).
5. Analyze the changes during the year in the reserve for doubtful
accounts. Check the amount provided during the year to the income
account. On bad debts charged off, review correspondence or other
evidence to determine validity thereof and approval by the credit manager. Check bad debt collections to the cash receipts book. (There were
relatively few bad debt charge-offs and bad debt collections so all were
checked.)
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6. Review accounts transferred from the current accounts receivable
account to the separate doubtful accounts receivable account and review
correspondence or other evidence and approval by the credit manager
in support of the transfer.
7. On the basis of the total amount of accounts not due, as shown
on the aged trial balance, compute the adequacy of the amount of the
reserve for cash discounts.
8. Check from the ledger our copy of the trial balance of accounts
receivable from officers, salesmen, and other employees and foot the trial
balance. Confirm balances of $50 and over by direct communication
with the debtor (approximately 25 accounts selected and all replied
satisfactorily).
9. With respect to accounts receivable and related reserves for doubtful accounts and cash discounts at December 31, 1946, obtain a letter
signed by the president, comptroller, and treasurer representing, to the
best of their knowledge and belief, that :
(a) The accounts receivable represent bona fide claims against debtors
for sales or other charges arising on or before December 31st.
(b) Such accounts are the unencumbered assets of the company, and do
not include any receivables which by their terms are collectible after
one year.
(c) The reserves are sufficient to provide for losses which may be sustained
on realization of all accounts receivable of the company.
Approximately 20% of the total audit time was devoted to sales and
revenues and notes and accounts receivable.
Costs and expenses of operations

Work programs covering tests made of cost accounting and payroll
records and of general, administrative and selling expenses are outlined
below. Audit procedures with respect to maintenance and depreciation
costs are included under the caption "Property Accounts, Depreciation,
and Maintenance."
Interim examination (September 30th)—Cost

accounting records: For the

month of September, 1946, make test checks of the company's cost
accounting records, as follows:

(a) (Refer to step 2(e) of the interim program on payrolls wherein the
totals of the plant payroll sheets for the month of September were
checked to the payroll cost summary prepared by the paymaster's
department and the distribution of the costs, as shown by the latter,
were checked to the cost accounting department control accounts.)
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From this point, test check distributions to departmental costs and
allocations of the departmental costs to the various products.
Obtain the daily corn elevator reports for the month of September,
1946, and check the withdrawals shown thereon to the stock record
cards and test check computation of the amounts entered as withdrawals. (Withdrawals should be computed on a "first-in, first-out"
basis.)
For the month of September, check allocations of "wet milling" costs,
including corn and other raw material costs, and overhead costs to
the three departments using corn (starch, glucose, and sugar departments) .
Check amounts credited to the starch, glucose, and sugar departments
for feeds and crude corn oil by-products produced in September and
determine if credit is valued at market.
Test check starch transferred to the dextrin department to determine
that transfers are being made at cost.
Review generally and make test checks of overhead allocations to
departments and to products produced within departments.
Test check operating department reports of "packs" and "blends"
and production reports for two days, September 26th and 30th, to
cost accounting records.
Check to see that production for the month of September as recorded
in the product inventory control record agrees with the production
tabulated by the cost accounting department from the daily "products
stock reports."
Compare the corn yield and unit cost per bushel and per hundredweight for the month of September this year with September of the
preceding year and account for significant variations. This same comparison should be made for December, 1946, comparing it with
September, 1946, and December, 1945.

Interim examination—Payrolls: For the plant payroll covering the week
ending Friday, September 27, 1946, and paid on Tuesday, October 1st
and the semi-monthly office payroll covering the period to September
30, 1946, and paid October 1st make the following tests:
1. Foot the payroll sheets
2. Select sixty employees' names from the plant payroll sheets and
twenty names from the office payroll sheets, and:
(a) Check employment record cards and rate "change tickets"
(b) Check weekly time of plant employees to time clock cards and test
check at least two days' time for each employee to the "foreman's time
book," noting department and operation charged
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(c) Check extension of gross payrolls
(d) Check payroll deductions to employees' authorizations on employment
record cards and make test checks of computed deductions such as
withholding, social security and "FOAB" taxes.
(e) Check the respective payrolls together with distributions to the
September summaries, foot the summaries and trace the totals thereof
to the general ledger and cost accounting department control accounts.
3. Observe the "pay-off" on October 1st of both the plant and the
office payrolls:
(a) On Tuesday morning when the plant opens, and before the payrolls
are distributed, take control of the plant and office payroll sheets,
payroll checks and cash on hand.
(b) Prepare an adding machine tape of the payroll checks and trace the
total thereof to the total of the respective payroll sheets.
(c) If the cash has not yet been inserted in the pay envelopes, count the
cash and check the total to the private office payroll sheets. Supervise
the insertion of cash in the pay envelopes, and the sealing of the
envelopes. If the cash has already been inserted in the envelopes,
prepare an adding machine tape of the amounts appearing on the
face of the sealed envelopes and trace the tape total to the cash payroll
sheets. In the latter case, when the payrolls are distributed, require
the employee receiving the cash to open the envelope and count the
cash in your presence, checking the total to the amount listed on the
pay envelope. (The cash had not been inserted in envelopes when we
took control of the payrolls.)
(d) Have the paymaster distribute the cash and checks under your
supervision. Require identification of employees if you are not satisfied
that the person receiving the check or cash is a company employee.
(e) Retain control of any unclaimed checks or cash and investigate the
reasons therefor. Supervise the distribution of these items also, when
the employees return to duty. (We were able to supervise the distribution of all unclaimed checks or cash prior to completion of our
interim examination. No unclaimed checks or cash of prior payrolls
were held by the paymaster or private payroll clerk at the time we
observed the "pay-off.")
(Due to the weaknesses outlined on pages 28 and 29 hereof our payroll
work was extended over that normally required if the internal control
was satisfactory.)
Year-end examination: 1. Obtain from the client for our files a comparative classified statement showing the detail of general, administrative,
and selling expenses for the years 1946 and 1945. Review for expenses
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that should have been charged to cost of goods sold and account for
significant variations in types of expenses. (The major expenditure on
the statement was salaries, tests of which were made as outlined in the
interim program on payrolls. Salaries increased over last year but this
was accounted for by general salary increases to all employees in the
latter part of 1945.)
2. Examine vouchers and supporting documents for advertising expenditures in excess of $1,000. Review the company's advertising budget
for 1946 and compare with amounts actually expended by major types.
If expenditures exceeded the budget, check to subsequent approval of
the overexpenditures by the executive committee.
3. Examine vouchers and supporting documents for legal fee disbursements (a schedule of these disbursements provided the names of attorneys
to whom confirmation requests were mailed as provided in the liabilities
program).
4. Examine vouchers and supporting documents for donations, and
subscriptions and dues expenditures in excess of $500. Review minutes
of executive committee meetings for approvals of donations paid.
Inventories
Interim examination (September 30th): W e discussed the inventory pro-

cedures with the plant superintendent several days before the inventory
was taken and arranged for four of our representatives to observe the
methods followed and to make test counts of quantities. Production
ceased and the shipping room was closed at 2 P.M. on September 30th.
At that time, the count of raw materials (except corn), manufacturing
stores, work in process, and finished goods commenced. Some of the
counting was completed the next day. This did not, however, necessitate
a shutdown of operations on that day. The count of corn commenced
at 6 : 3 0 A.M. on October 1st. Corn received through September 30th
was unloaded and included in the inventory. Corn received subsequent
to that date was excluded from the inventory. No corn was transferred
from the corn elevators to the steep tanks while the corn was being
inventoried. The corn count was completed at 2 P.M. on October 1st.
The major inventory item at September 30th was corn. Other large
items comprised finished goods of starch, corn syrup, and corn sugar.
Our inventory work at September 30th consisted principally of observing
the company's methods of taking inventory, making counts of quantities
of corn, starch, syrup, and sugar on hand and test counts of other inventories, confirming with brokers quantities of finished goods consigned to
them and held in public warehouses and reviewing the company's cost
records.
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The following work program was applied:
1. Observe the procedures followed by employees of the company in
counting finished goods of starch, syrup, and sugar, commencing at
2 P.M. on September 30th. Count these goods yourself and agree your
count with that of the employees.
2. Observe the procedures followed by employees of the company in
counting raw material stores, manufacturing stores, and work in process,
commencing at 2 P.M. on September 30th. Make test counts and agree
your counts with those of the employees.
3. Observe the procedures followed by employees of the company in
measuring the quantity of corn, beginning at 6 : 3 0 A.M. on October 1st.
Check the measurements yourself, agreeing them with the employees'
measurements. For a content test, to be made in conjunction with the
measuring, determine by using a flashlight that corn is visible in the
elevators and also draw some corn from the hoppers of each elevator.
4. Regarding corn and syrup, check the company's methods of converting measurements to quantities on hand. (Refer to page 32.)
5. At September 30th, count finished goods in railroad cars and list
car numbers of incoming shipments not yet unloaded, and:
(a) Review shipping notices and check the latter to customers' accounts
receivable cards to determine that the finished goods in railroad cars
at September 30 were not billed to customers at that date and were,
therefore, properly includible in inventories.
(b) Check car numbers of incoming shipments (which represented corn
only) to corn elevator foremen's receiving reports and perpetual inventory records.
6. Check quantities counted by us to inventory listing sheets and also
to stock record cards in the case of law materials and manufacturing
stores and to products stock reports in the case of finished goods.
7. Test check about 50 items, not counted by us, from the company's
count sheets to perpetual inventory records.
8. Make test counts of 25 major general stores inventory items and
check the counts to the stock record cards (these inventories are counted
by employees of the company at June 30th and December 31st each
year). Test check about 25 items from the company's count sheets at
June 30th to the stock record cards.
9. Obtain from the company for our files lists of inventory quantities
at warehouses in which merchandise consigned to brokers is held (this
list should show the names of the brokers to whom the merchandise is
consigned), and:
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(a) Test check the major quantities on the lists to the consignment inventory records and account for all warehouses and brokers (120
warehouses were listed).
(b) Select from the lists the brokers to whom the major amount of the
inventory was consigned and have employees of the company prepare
for mailing to these brokers, requests for confirmation of stock on
consignment at September 30, 1946. Mail the requests in envelopes
containing our own return addresses. (Thirty-five brokers were selected
and all replied to the requests. The requests for confirmation were
forwarded to the brokers instead of to the warehouses in view of the
fact that the contracts with the brokers specifically hold the brokers
responsible for all shortages. The brokers confirmed to us that they
were responsible for the inventories and that they had made physical
counts thereof at September 30th. The company had confirmed
quantities direct with the warehouses at July 31, 1946, and had received satisfactory replies which were generally reviewed by us.)
(c) Investigate and satisfactorily account for all differences between the
brokers' confirmations and the consignment inventory records.
Year-end examination: 1. Obtain from the company for our papers a
summary of inventories at December 31, 1946, by major inventory
classifications, showing also, in comparative form, the amounts at
September 30, 1946 (interim examination date), and December 31,
1945, and account for significant variations.
2. Foot the summary and check the September 30, 1946, and December 31, 1946, amounts to the general ledger control accounts.
3. Obtain copies of the December 31, 1946, detailed inventory lists
and with respect to items $1,000 and over and at least 25 others check
quantities, unit prices and amounts to the stock record cards or product
stock reports.
4. Foot the amount column of the inventory lists to the nearest $100
and check the totals to the inventory summary obtained in step 1 above.
5. Test check the extensions of the prices (check all items $1,000 and
over, and for items under $1,000 sight test the amounts extended).
6. Prepare price test schedules of major items in the inventories at
December 31, 1946, with comparative quantities, unit prices, and
amounts at December 31, 1945, and:
(a) Raw materials: examine latest vendors' invoices and compare the unit
prices thereon with the December 31, 1946, unit prices on the price
test schedules. Account for approximately 60 per cent of the value
of the inventories. Determine that the "first-in, first-out" method has
been applied.
(b) Finished goods: check unit prices to cost records on approximately
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50 per cent of the amount of this inventory and determine that the
"first-in, first-out" method is being followed. For goods on consignment
in warehouses, test the freight charges, included in the inventory
valuation, to freight bills.
(c) Work in process: check unit prices to cost records on approximately
25 per cent of the amount of this inventory.
(d) Manufacturing and general stores: for items $5,000 and over examine
latest vendors' invoices and compare the unit prices thereon with the
December 31, 1946, unit prices on the price test schedules. Determine
that the "first-in, first-out" method has been applied (approximately
75 vouchers were selected for examination, accounting for approximately 50 per cent of the inventories).
(e) Account for significant variations between December 31, 1946, and
December 31, 1945, unit prices and quantities.
All vouchers, with supporting invoices attached, were "pulled" by
company employees in order to conserve the time of our representatives.
NOTE:

7. Review changes in inventory control accounts from the interim
date, September 30 to December 31, 1946.
8. Discuss slow-moving or obsolete stocks with the plant manager and
comptroller. These items can be noted in our price test, where no recent
purchases are indicated, or in checking to perpetual inventory records,
where no recent movements are indicated.
9. Compare market prices at December 31, 1946, and subsequent
thereto with unit costs of major purchased inventory items (principally
corn) at December 31, 1946. If market is lower than cost, appropriate
adjustment is required to state the inventories at the lower of cost or
market. (At December 31, 1946, no adjustments to market were
required.)
10. Compare unit selling prices of major finished goods inventories
at December 31, 1946, and subsequent thereto with the unit costs of such
items at December 31, 1946. If selling prices are lower than costs, adjustments are required. (No selling prices were found to be less than costs.)
11. Obtain from the client for our files a list of corn purchase commitments outstanding at December 31, 1946, together with a comparison
with quoted market values at that date. If significant, a reserve for loss
should be provided for the excess of the aggregate of commitment costs
over market values. (At December 31, 1946, no such reserve was
required.)
12. Regarding advances on corn purchase contracts (at December
31, 1946, advances were for corn purchases only) obtain from the client
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for our files a trial balance of the corn ledger, and a detailed list of the
advances, and:
(a) Foot the trial balance and agree the total thereof with the general
ledger control account.
(b) Check the trial balance to the corn ledger.
(c) Check to the detailed list of advances drafts paid prior to December
31, 1946.
(d) Check to the list receiving reports prepared by the company's corn
elevator foreman and certificates issued by the state grain inspector,
noting that unloading was subsequent to December 31, 1946.
(e) Review copies of settlement reports and note payment, subsequent to
December 31, 1946, of the net amount of final settlement by examining
the supporting vouchers.
(f) Inquire into options outstanding at December 31, 1946, to buy or
sell corn or other materials on "futures". Ascertain the loss, if any,
on such options for the purpose of providing a reserve therefor. (No
options were outstanding.)
13. Obtain a letter, signed by the president, comptroller and plant
manager representing, to the best of their knowledge and belief, that:
(a) The inventories, except consigned stock, were determined by actual
count, weight or measurement, at December 31, 1946, by employees
of the company competent to pass upon the quality, condition and
description thereof.
(b) The inventories were valued at the lower of cost or market, cost being
determined generally on the basis of "first-in, first-out," which was
the same basis used the previous year.
(c) All goods owned by the company at December 31, 1946, including
goods in transit purchased on terms "f.o.b. shipping point," were included in the inventory; all liabilities and costs incurred in connection
with the inventories were either paid or recorded on the books of the
company as liabilities and a statement that none of the inventories
was hypothecated, pledged, or assigned.
(d) No obsolete, unsalable, or unusable items were included in the amount
of the inventory, except at realizable or salvage values.
(See liabilities program for work done on any purchase liabilities not
recorded at the year-end, and the sales and revenues program for "sales
cut-off" tests of shipments and billings at December 31st.)
Approximately 31% of the total audit time was devoted to costs and
expenses of operations and inventories.
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Property accounts, depreciation, and maintenance

During our first audit of the clients' accounts, a review was made of the
property and related depreciation reserve accounts from the inception of
the company. Our permanent files contain a summary of annual changes
in property and related depreciation reserve accounts from inception of
the company to date. Our current examination consisted of a review of
changes in the property and related depreciation reserve accounts during
the year, as well as tests of the consistency of accounting principles applied. The following audit procedures were adopted:
Interim examination (September 30th):

1. Obtain from the client for

our papers an analysis of the construction work in progress account for
the nine months to September 30th, showing in columnar form for each
estimate amounting to $500 or more, which was incomplete at December
31, 1945, or dated in 1946, the number, description, amount approved,
accounts to be charged, amount expended to December 31, 1945, and
balance in work in progress at that date, amount expended for the nine
months to September 30th, amounts closed out and accounts charged
therewith, balance in wrork in progress at September 30th and with
respect to estimates completed in the nine months' period the amounts
by which the estimates were over or under expended, and:
(a) Foot and cross cast the analysis.
(b) Check to the analysis, from last year's working papers, the incomplete
estimates at December 31, 1945, as to number, description, amount
approved, accounts to be charged, amount expended to that date, and
balance in work in progress at that date.
(c) As to those estimates dated in 1946, examine approved estimates and
check to approvals in minutes of executive committee meetings. Review
descriptions and accounts to be charged to determine whether items
are proper property or maintenance charges.
(d) Regarding expenditures of $1,000 and over for the nine months to
September 30th, check to vendors' invoices, contracts, deeds, and other
supporting documents. If expenditures represent company work orders,
make test checks of payroll, material withdrawal requisitions, and
vendors' invoices.
(NOTE:

orders.)

It is not the company a policy to allocate overhead to such

(e) Review amounts closed out to determine that work has been completed, that charges between properties and maintenance have been
properly made and that appropriate property account classifications
have been charged. In connection with contract work, note that full
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liability to the contractor has been recorded for holdbacks.
(f) Review balances in work in progress at September 30th to determine
that no maintenance charges are being carried forward.
(g) Review completed estimates to determine that amounts over or under
expended are reasonable and if on any one estimate the amount
overexpended exceeds 10% of the original estimate, note that the
executive committee has approved the overexpenditure. Review
transfers between estimates to determine that none is being made to
cover up overexpenditures which are not approved.
(h) Inspect major property additions; this work may be done when
physical inventories are being taken (there were no large construction
projects during the year).
2. Obtain from the client for our papers an analysis of property retirements for the nine months to September 30, 1946, showing in columnar
form for each deduction amounting to $500 or more, the description,
gross amount of property, and amounts of accrued depreciation, salvage,
removal cost, selling price (with vendee's name), and the gain or loss,
and:
(a) Foot and crosscast the analysis.
(b) Check to approvals in minutes of executive committee meetings.
(c) Checking from the analysis of construction work in progress (refer to
step 1, above), determine that for those completed estimates indicating
replacements that appropriate retirements of old units have been
made.
(d) Check gross retirements of $1,000 and over to cost data.
(e) Generally compute amount of accrued depreciation.
(f) In a search for unrecorded plant abandonments, discuss with plant
personnel and generally inspect plant when taking physical inventories
(there were no major retirements or abandonments during the year).
(g) Review approvals for amounts set up as salvage.
(h) If significant, test check work orders for removal costs to payroll
distributions, material and other charges.
(i) Test check sales proceeds to the cash receipts book and review approvals of selling prices (selling prices of major disposals are approved
by the executive committee).
Year-end examination: 1. Obtain from the client for our papers a
summary of property changes for the year showing by major property
classifications (land, buildings, machinery and equipment, furniture and
fixtures, and motor vehicles) the amounts of opening balances, additions,
transfers, deductions, and closing balances, and:
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(a) Foot and crosscast the summary.
(b) Check opening balances from last year's working papers.
(c) Cross reference additions and deductions, respectively, to the analyses
of construction work in progress and property deductions.
(d) Review transfers to determine that gross amounts were transferred.
(e) Check closing balances to control accounts in the property ledger and
the totals thereof to the general ledger control account.
2. Obtain from the client for our papers a summary for the year of
the changes in the reserve for depreciation, showing for the depreciation
classifications (buildings, machinery and equipment, furniture and
fixtures, and motor vehicles) the amounts of opening balances, provisions
for depreciation, transfers, deductions, and closing balances, and:
(a) Foot and crosscast the summary.
(b) Check opening balances to last year's working papers.
(c) Roughly compute provisions for depreciation and note that depreciation
rates are the same as last year. Cross reference total provision to the
income account.
(d) Review transfers to determine that gross amounts were transferred.
(e) Cross reference deductions to schedule of analysis of property deductions.
(f) Check closing balances to control accounts in the property ledger
and the totals thereof to the general ledger control account.
3. Have the client complete the analysis of construction work in
progress for the last three months of the year and with respect to changes
for that period complete steps 1 (a), and 1 (c) to 1 (h), inclusive, of the
interim program.
4. To balance the additions for the year, have the client insert on the
analysis the total of additions not covered by the estimates listed in detail.
Also have summarized on the analysis the amounts closed out during the
year to the several accounts. (Our tests of property additions, covering
approximately 75 estimates, represented 75% of the total charges for
the year.)
5. Have the client complete the analysis of property retirements for
the last three months of the year and with respect to changes for that
period complete steps 2(a) to 2(i), inclusive, of the interim program.
6. To balance the deductions for the year, have client insert on the
analysis the total of individual deductions of less than $500. Cross reference to the income account the amount of profit or loss on the sale or
disposal of properties.
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7. Compare maintenance costs for the year 1946 with the year 1945,
by operating departments, and:
(a) Account for significant changes (only slight changes noted — none of
significance).
(b) Review maintenance costs in 1946 and on expenditures of $1,000 and
over review approved repair estimates and check to approvals in
minutes of executive committee meetings.
(c) Determine from description of work on the approved repair estimates,
reviewed in 7(b) above, that charges are proper maintenance items
and not property additions.
(d) On expenditures amounting to $5,000 and over, check larger details
to vendors' invoices, contracts and other supporting documents. If
expenditures represent company work orders, make test checks of
payroll, material withdrawal requisitions and vendors' invoices.
Note for next year's examination: Consider doing interim work on
maintenance charges, to relieve year-end examination time for this
work as much as possible.
Approximately 7% of the total audit time was devoted to property
accounts, depreciation, and maintenance.
Prepaid expenses and deferred charges

Prepaid expenses and deferred charges comprised only 2% of the
total assets of the company. With the exception of a small amount of
printing and stationery supplies and advertising materials, prepaid insurance premiums accounted for practically all of the remaining items.
Our work was limited, therefore, to the following:
Year-end examination—Insurance: 1. Obtain from the company for our
files a schedule of open items in the insurance register at December 31st,
showing in columnar form for each policy the kind of insurance, policy
number, insurer, term of policy and amounts of coverage, premium,
prepayment at December 31, 1945, premium paid during 1946, chargeoffs during the year, and prepayment at December 31, 1946. Foot the
columns to the nearest $100 and crosscast columnar totals. On the major
policies listed on the schedule (policies with premiums of $500 or more):
(a) Check amounts of prepayments at December 31, 1945, from our last
year's papers.
(b) Check to insurance register.
(c) Review policies, noting name of insured.
(d) Check premium payments in 1946 to invoices and check refunds to
the cash receipts book.
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(e) Roughly test check amounts of prepayments at December 31, 1946.
(f) Request from mutual insurance companies confirmations of unabsorbed
premium deposits at December 31, 1946.
2. Cross reference to our profit-and-loss papers the amount of expired
insurance charged off during the year, noting consistency of principle
with the preceding year of allocations to departmental operations.
3. Check the total amount of unexpired insurance premiums at the
year end to the general ledger control account.
4. Review types of coverage to determine that more important risks
are covered and review adequacy of coverage.
Year-end examination—Printing and stationery supplies and advertising

materials: Review generally the company's inventory pricing sheets at
December 31, 1946. Test check the sheets to perpetual inventory records
and physical inventory count sheets and make a price test of a few large
items. Discuss with the stores accounting department the possibility of
obsolete items being included in these inventories. (Due to relatively small
amounts involved only approximately three hours spent on this inventory
work.)
N O T E : At next examination consider doing detailed tests of prepaid
expenses and deferred charges at the interim examination date with a
general review at the year end.
Approximately 1% of the total audit time was devoted to prepaid
expenses and deferred charges.

Cash
Work done at interim examination reconciliation date (September 30th):

1. Obtain the company's bank reconciliations at August 31, 1946, and:

(a) Foot them.
(b) Agree the book balances therein with the balances in the cashbook.
(c) Agree the bank balances with the opening balances on the September
bank statements.
(d) Prepare for our working papers summaries of these reconciliations.
2. Obtain the September 30, 1946, bank statements and paid checks
direct from the banks, and:
(a) Foot deposits and credits on the bank statements.
(b) Foot paid checks and debit memoranda (from checks, etc.) noting and
listing where necessary:
I. Names of check signers and check to list of authorized signers in
our permanent files.
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II. List checks drawn to employees (other than payroll payments)
and to the order of "Bearer" or "Cash."
III. List checks containing 2 or more endorsements, other than bank
endorsements (approximately 35 is sufficient for payroll
accounts).
IV. Test check endorsements to see that they are consistent with the
name of the payee on the face of the check.
V. List any paid checks dated subsequent to September 30, 1946.
VI. See that checks have been perforated or stamped "paid" by
bank.
VII. Investigate and discuss listings prepared in steps II, III, and V,
with the treasurer and the comptroller and obtain their written
approval, signed on the schedules. Obtain satisfactory explanation for all such items.
(c) Prepare for the working papers a summary of the bank transactions
for the month of September — balance at beginning plus deposits
(totaled on statement) less charges (totaled from paid checks) equals
balance at end.
3. Trace checks clearing the banks during September, 1946, to the
company's August 31, 1946, bank reconciliations or to September, 1946,
cash disbursements books, and:
(a) Note payees' names, check numbers, dates, and amounts (trace checks
outstanding on the August 31, 1946, reconciliation to the cash-book
entries).
(b) On lists of bank transfers prepared in step 4(b), below, enter from
cash disbursements records and paid checks all bank transfers shown
thereon, noting dates per disbursement records and perforation dates
on paid checks.
(c) List from previous bank reconciliations and the September, 1946, cash
disbursements books the checks outstanding at September 30, 1946,
and list bank charges not recorded in the cashbook.
(d) Company checks redeposited during the period of the reconciliation
should be checked to:
(1) Entries on cash collection sheets.
(2) The relative accounts payable vouchers, noting that the accounts
originally charged have been properly credited.
(e) Account for the continuity of check numbers.
(f) Examine all checks voided by the company during September.
(g) Examine the vouchers and supporting documents for disbursements
during September, 1946, of $1,000 and over, together with a few
under that amount. (This is a test of internal control and accounting
procedures. Approximated 150 vouchers were reviewed and procedures
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found as outlined in our permanent files. In relation to the assets of
the company and the volume of business done, this was a rather extensive test necessitated by the weakness in the check mailing procedures—refer also to step 4 of the liabilities program.)
In addition to examining the vouchers and supporting documents attached thereto, as referred to in the preceding paragraph, check five
of the larger vouchers in payment of drafts drawn by corn vendors
to the canceled drafts, settlement reports, "account sale" journal, and
vendors' accounts in the corn ledger; check the unit prices by reference
to the Journal of Commerce quotations; compute the net purchase
price by referring to state grain inspectors' certificates showing
weights, grades and moisture contents, and to freight bills, freight
rate schedules, and price adjustment conversion tables,
(h) Examine all bank debit memoranda of a significant amount and see
that they are distributed to the appropriate accounts in the cashbook.
4. Check the deposits in transit per the August 31st reconciliations
and receipts per the September cash receipts book to deposits on the
September bank statement, and:
(a) Note that cash receipts are deposited in the banks not later than the
following business day.
(b) List bank transfers from cash receipts records for the period September
23rd to September 30th, inclusive, noting dates of receipts per cash
records and dates of deposit per bank statements (refer to step 21(g)
of this program for extension of this work; period was selected to
cover approximately a week before and after the reconciliation date
as a means of detecting possible "kiting" of checks).
(c) List deposits in transit at September 30th.
(d) Examine all bank credit memoranda of a significant amount and see
that they are distributed to the appropriate accounts in the cashbook.
List all bank credit memoranda not recorded in the cashbooks.
5. Check other reconciling items in the August 31st reconciliations
to the September cashbook or bank statements.
6. Obtain duplicate deposit slips direct from the banks for the period
September 26 to October 3, 1946, inclusive, and:
(a) Check the total of the deposit slips to the bank statements and check
detailed items of receipts per cashbook or cash sheets (refer to Chart
VI) to items on deposit slips.
(b) Foot the deposit slips.
(c) Trace the individual items on deposit slips to accounts credited and
place a mark alongside of amounts checked to accounts receivable
ledger cards.
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(d) Subsequent to checking the deposit slips, list from the accounts receivable ledger cards all credits entered during the period September 26
to October 3, 1946, inclusive, which do not bear a mark as having
been checked from duplicate deposit slips. Examine approvals and
supporting documents and inquire into the reason for the credit on all
items listed, (normally if the internal control were adequate, less
detail work would be done on deposit slips but, because of the
weakness in handling customers' remittances we selected a few additional days and checked out all of the deposit slips and extended our
work on credit memoranda).
7. Test check discounts allowed as shown by the cash receipts book,
making certain none is in excess of 2 % and that allowance is made within
credit term period (approximately 100 tested).
8. Prepare bank reconciliations at September 30th from information
obtained in steps 3 and 4.
9. Prepare a summary of receipts and disbursements per the cashbook
and a summary of deposits and charges per the bank statements for the
month of September.
10. Reconcile cash receipts and disbursements, as shown by the cashbook, with deposits and charges shown on the bank statements for the
month of September. Make certain that all differences between receipts
and disbursements per books and receipts and disbursements per bank
statements are accounted for as reconciling items at August 31st or
September 30th. (The footings of the cash receipts and disbursements
books were not checked as they were proved by the reconciliation prepared in this step when combined with checking the footings of bank
statements and other reconciling items and the preparation of bank
reconciliations.)
11. Check postings to general ledger control accounts for the month
of September which were made directly from the cashbook or through
journal entries, etc.
12. Check opening and closing cashbook balances to the general
ledger control account.
13. Have the company prepare from its records requests for bank
confirmations at September 30, 1946, of all authorized bank accounts.
We are to mail the confirmation requests ourselves.
14. Index returned confirmations to reconciling schedules.
15. Examine checks outstanding at the previous examination (December 31, 1945), and subsequently returned, excluding those already
examined in January, 1946.
16. Investigate old outstanding checks, and discuss with company
officials.
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17. Investigate and obtain confirmations from depositaries for accounts closed and/or opened and closed since our last examination.
18. Check the existence of banks through personal knowledge or by
reference to either of the following manuals:
(a) Polk's—Banker's Encyclopedia
fb) Moody's—Banks, Insurance, Real Estate, Investment
Trusts
Additional procedures for certain accounts:
19. Cash in banks—special or time deposits, if any.
Examine correspondence, minutes, and/or other documents for authorization of accounts open at September 30th, and check all changes
in these accounts for the month of September by reference to bank statements. If bank statements are not available, obtain detailed summaries
of transactions for the month of September direct from banks. (There
were no special or time deposits.)
20. Employees' deposits—Government bond purchases.
Reconcile the balance as of September 30th with the balance at that
date in the account "Liability for Employees' Deposits—Government
Bond Purchases."
Work done on reconciliation follow-up:
21. Obtain the bank statements and paid checks for the period
October 1, 1946 to October 10, 1946, inclusive, direct from the banks,
(it was estimated that by October 10th, most of the checks outstanding
at September 30th, would have been cleared), and:
(a) Trace checks to bank statements to account for all charges on the
statements.
(b) (1) Trace the September and prior checks to the lists of checks outstanding at September 30th and to the cash disbursements record,
noting date, name of payee, check number, and amount.
(2) Trace all other checks paid by bank during the first 10 days in
October, 1946, to the October, 1946, cash disbursements book.
(c) Check to the October, 1946, bank statements cash in transit at September 30th, noting that deposits were credited by the bank on the
following business day.
(d) Examine checks dated subsequent to September 30th to see that first
bank endorsement is not prior to October 1, 1946, and look for any
other indications that check was negotiated prior to October 1, 1946.
(e) Inquire into any reconciling items at September 30, 1946, which are
unusual in form and which are not cleared by October 10, 1946. Investigate outstanding checks of material amount which are not returned
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by the bank prior to the completion of our examination and examine
vouchers and documents in support thereof.
(f) Check deposits for the first 5 days in October (books to bank statement) and review supporting details of items not from customers.
(g) Prepare a schedule of bank transfers for the first 7 business days of
October. List transfers from paid checks and disbursements book and
trace into cash receipts book and bank deposits (refer to step 4(b)
of this program).
22. Count the cashier's petty cash fund on the morning of October
1, 1946.
Year-end examination: Arrange to have all bank accounts reconciled by
employees of the company as at December 31, 1946, and have a duplicate
of each reconciliation prepared for our working papers.
1. Obtain bank statements and paid checks as at the close of business
January 10, 1947 (date selected for "cut-off"), direct from the banks.
2. Prove bank statements as follows:
(a) Foot paid checks (from checks, not from statements).
(b) Foot deposits (from statements).
(c) Opening balance, plus deposits, minus checks should equal closing
balance (make notes on other reconciling items).
3. Examine paid checks, as follows:
(a) Checks dated December 31, 1946, and prior — Account for them on
the list of outstanding checks at December 31st and test check to see
that endorsements agree with the names of payees.
(b) Checks dated subsequent to December 31, 1946. See that no check
bears a bank endorsement dated prior to January 1, 1947, or any other
indication that it was negotiated prior to that date.
4. List bank transfers for the period December 23, 1946 to January
6, 1947, inclusive. List book and bank dates for both receipts and disbursements. (Refer to step 4(b) of the interim cash program.)
5. Trace all checks dated or negotiated prior to January 1, 1947, to
original cashbook entries.
6. Details in support of larger checks, other than transfers listed in
step 4, above, dated the first three days in January, 1947, are to be
examined. (Another test for detecting "kiting.")
7. Trace open items (i.e., those not accounted for above) on company's list of outstanding checks as at December 31st to original cashbook entries. Note dates and payees of old outstanding items and make
inquiries with respect thereto.
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8. Check deposits in transit per company's reconciliations at December 31st to the January bank statements, noting bank credit as of
next business day.
9. Check the book balances per the company's reconciliations at
December 31st to the cashbook and the general ledger control account.
10. Check the bank balances per the reconciliations at December 31st
to the bank statements (December closing balances and January opening
balances) and the bank confirmations.
11. Foot the company's reconciliations at December 31, 1946.
12. Ascertain whether any checks were returned by bank "N.S.F."
or for other reasons during the first week in January, 1947 (none was
found applicable to deposits made prior to January 1, 1947).
13. Obtain bank confirmations at December 31, 1946.
14. Follow up open items on our September 30th reconciliations.
15. Confirm petty cash fund balances.
Approximately 22% of the total audit time was devoted to cash.
Investments and related income

Investments consisted of United States Government bonds and notes
which were held for safekeeping in a safe-deposit box in the vault of one
of the company's banks.
1. Analyze for the year changes in the investment account by types
of securities, showing balances at December 31, 1945, amounts of additions and deductions and balances at December 31, 1946, (Note: Do as
much work at the interim examination date as possible) and:
(a) Check balances at December 31, 1945, from last year's working papers.
(b) Check additions (purchases) to brokers' or bank advices and to the
cash disbursements book. Check approvals of changes to minutes of
executive committee meetings.
(c) Check deductions (redemptions or sales) to brokers' or bank advices
and to the cash receipts book. Note that cash is deposited in banks just
subsequent to redemption dates. In the case of sales, check approvals
thereof to minutes of executive committee meetings and check market
values at the dates of sales. Ascertain amount of profit and loss, if any,
and cross reference to income account.
(d) Check the December 31, 1946, balances to the investment record and
the totals thereof to the general ledger control account.
(e) Check the December 31, 1946, investments to the security count at
that date.
(f) Obtain quoted market values at December 31, 1946, to check the
parenthetical note on the financial statements.
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2. Analyze for the year changes in accrued interest receivable, showing
by types of securities, balances at December 31, 1945, and amounts of
accruals, collections received and balances at December 31, 1946. (Note:
do as much work at interim date as possible), and:
(a) Check balances at December 31, 1945, from last year's working papers.
(b) Check the computations of the amounts of accruals for the year and
accrued at the year-end.
(c) Check collections to cash receipts book.
(d) Cross reference the total of the accruals for the year to the income
account.
(e) Check the total accrued interest receivable at December 31, 1946, to
the general ledger control account.
3. At the year-end count the securities and check the count to a list
prepared by the company for our papers. (Arranged with the comptroller
and treasurer to accompany our representative to the company's safedeposit box in the bank's vault. The count was made on January 6, 1947.
This required that the company prepare a letter addressed to the bank
instructing them that no access be had to the box unless a representative
of ours was present. This letter, received by the bank prior to December
31, 1946, and acknowledged by them, was mailed by us. After the count
a letter was obtained by us direct from the bank stating that no access
was had to the company's box from the close of business December 31,
1946, to the time of entry for the security count.)
Approximately 1% of the total audit time was devoted to investments
and related income.
Liabilities

The audit program developed from our examination of liabilities
follows:
1. Obtain from the client for our papers a trial balance of the open
items in the voucher register, and:
(a) Foot and check the total thereof to the general ledger control account.
(b) Check the trial balance from the voucher register and note on the
trial balance those vouchers subsequently paid. If vouchers are not
paid in accordance with the payment terms, investigate the reason
thereof.
(c) Examine vouchers and supporting documents on the major or unusual
vouchers payable. (25 vouchers were examined and found in order.)
2. Make a search for unrecorded liabilities by selecting from the
voucher register for the month of January, 1947, all vouchers amounting
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to $1,000 and over for review thereof together with supporting documents. In this connection, check January, 1947, disbursements amounting
to $2,000 and over from the cash disbursements book to the voucher
register to see that all have been entered therein. Review also journal
vouchers entered in January, 1947. (Unrecorded vouchers of approximately $10,000 were found. The charges should have been made to
sundry profit-and-loss accounts and accordingly an adjusting journal
entry was prepared and recorded in the company's accounts at December
31, 1946.)
3. Obtain direct from the company's attorneys confirmations of any
unpaid fees due them at the year end, and compare the amounts confirmed with the liabilities accrued therefor. Also obtain from the attorneys
a description of litigation pending against the company and an opinion
as to the possible loss. (Attorneys reported no pending litigation.)
4. Mail our confirmation forms requesting statements of account
balances at December 31, 1946, from major suppliers. Have employees
reconcile differences between unpaid vouchers and creditors' statements.
Check the reconciliations prepared by the employees. (50 confirmation
requests were mailed by us and replies, received from all, were satisfactorily agreed or reconciled. Ordinarily our circularization of accounts
payable would not have been so extensive if the control over check
mailing were stronger—see also step 3(g) of interim cash program.)
5. Test the amounts accrued at December 31, 1946, for salaries,
wages, or commissions payable.
6. Have the client prepare for our papers analyses of taxes payable
showing by types of taxes the amounts accrued at December 31, 1945,
amounts of provisions and payments during the year and the amounts
accrued at December 31, 1946, and:
(a) Foot the analyses and crosscast the totals thereof.
(b) Check the amounts accrued at December 31, 1945, from last year's
papers.
(c) Cross reference the provisions to our profit-and-loss papers, noting
consistency of principle with the preceding year of allocations to
departmental operations.
(d) Check major payments of real estate taxes to receipted tax bills and
compare the assessed values with book amounts.
(e) Check major payments of federal and state taxes to copies of tax
returns and to the cash disbursements book. Review copies of the latest
tax returns filed as well as the status of prior years' returns.
(f) Review the adequacy of the amounts accrued at December 31, 1946.
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7. Check dividends payable to the minutes of the board of directors
meetings.
8. Obtain a letter signed by the president and comptroller of the
company with respect to liabilities. The letter should state that, to the best
of their knowledge and belief, at December 31, 1946, all ascertained
liabilities of the company are included in the accounts or specifically
reserved for. Furthermore, a statement of known contingent liabilities and
important matters in dispute or pending such as lawsuits, income tax
matters, etc. should be included in the letter and, if none, the letter should
so state.
Approximately 10% of the total audit time was devoted to liabilities.
Capital stock and surplus accounts

Our permanent files contain analyses of the capital stock and surplus
accounts of the company since its inception. Our current examination
required analyses of these accounts for any changes occurring during the
year, and included the following:
1. Obtain direct from the registrar and transfer agent, confirmations
as to the number of shares of capital stock authorized, issued and outstanding at December 31, 1946. Check the quantities confirmed to the
general ledger control accounts.
2. Analyze the capital stock and surplus accounts for the year. (There
was no change in the capital stock account and the only changes in the
surplus account were the profits for the year and dividends declared and
paid in cash.)
3. Prepare an analysis of the dividends paid account. Check the rate
paid and the record and payment date by reference to minutes of board
of directors meetings and confirm the rate and amounts paid with the
dividend paying agent. Check the total of dividends paid by multiplying
the number of shares outstanding by the dividend rates.
Less than 1% of the total audit time was devoted to capital stock and
surplus accounts with approximately 7% devoted to general work such
as preparing abstracts of minutes of the board of directors and executive
committee meetings, checking the annual report to stockholders and
Form 10-K, etc.
CONCLUSION
Upon the completion of the examination, we were satisfied that it had
been performed in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and that it included all auditing procedures which we considered necessary in the circumstances. As a result of our examination we were con-
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vinced that the company's balance-sheet and statement of income and
surplus fairly presented, in accordance with accepted accounting principles, its financial position at the close of the year and the results of
operations for the period. Furthermore, we found no evidence of material
changes in accounting principles followed by the company during the
current fiscal year as compared with the preceding period. In view of
the foregoing, we were in a position to give a short-form opinion, or
certificate, of the type recommended by the American Institute of
Accountants without any qualifications.

